4 Locks: comfortable and
secure door functions. From
a sophisticated panic lock
for escape doors to a simple
mortise lock – you will find
the right lock for practically
every application in our
range

2 Electronic cylinder
systems: ixalo – the electronic locking system is an
impressive all-round system
solution. The components are impressive, not
least due to the technical
functions but also due to
the modern product design

5 Smart Security:
whether you opt for an
intrusion detection system,
video intercom or video
system, your private home
will immediately be secure,
and you can access the
system from anywhere

3

Hardware:
maintenance-free lever
handle bearing door
hardware is impressive with
innovative technology and
enduring functionality

6 Building management
system: the GEMOS
advanced physical security
information system and
organisation system
(advanced PSIM) makes
it possible to adapt to
individual customer user
profiles

BKS GmbH, a member of the Gretsch-Unitas group, stands for
more than 100 years of experience in the development and
manufacturing high quality locking systems. Ever since the
round cylinder was developed in 1938, BKS GmbH has been,
and still remains today, a market leader in the field of locking
technology and security.
BKS locking systems offer individual tailor-made solutions.
They are manufactured according to exacting quality
standards. Opting for a BKS master key system, you choose
outstanding quality of function and design. Countless patents
and certificates testify to the innovative prowess of all BKS
products. They give you flexible design options, also when
retrofitting in existing buildings.

Gretsch-Unitas GmbH
Baubeschläge
Johann-Maus-Str. 3
71254 Ditzingen
Germany
Tel. + 49 (0) 71 56 30 1-0
Fax + 49 (0) 71 56 30 1-77980

BKS GmbH
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Germany
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Fax + 49 (0) 20 51 20 1-9733
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MORE SECURITY
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We guarantee high
product quality with
our production site in
Germany. We continuously drive innovations forward and aim
to provide exemplary
customer service.

Your security specialist dealer
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Mechanical cylinder
systems: the various locking
systems offer a wide range
of solutions for securing
individual doors and for
planning modern master
key systems. They stand for
comfort and security
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Security has a name,
or to be more precise, a brand – BKS
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Product range –
security for every requirement

| A company of the Gretsch-Unitas group

VdSed
certifi

Protected against data misuse
Maximum security always comes first with BKS. We offer
technically advanced products that protect against intrusions
into your privacy, and have been doing so for many years.
This will of course be no different when using our
BKS identifikation app.

Need to order
another key or
cylinder?

Simply authenticate
yourself with your
security card using
the app

Authentication
made easy
This is already established practise in the financial
sector and now the tide is turning with architectural hardware too. You can now reorder flexibly
and conveniently by authenticating yourself from
anywhere.
Do you need another key for your cylinder? Until
now, your only option was to drive to your specialist
dealer and use your security card to identify yourself
on site to place an order. You can now authenticate
yourself conveniently and securely at home or away
from home with our app BKS identifikation.

Open the
BKS identifikation
app, scan the security
card and choose a
specialist dealer

Done! You are now
successfully authenticated and can contact
your specialist dealer
to place your order

Available free of charge for
iPhone and Android devices
from the relevant store.

Highest security demands: a patented multistage verification process is used between BKS
identifikation and the BKS verification points.

 

Data protection: data misuse is a topical subject,
and one which we entertain no discussions about
by ruling it out completely. This is because your
data is transmitted in encrypted form and then
also completely deleted afterwards.

 

SPECIAL FEATURES


Highest security standard (VdS certification)



Anonymous verification without providing
personal data.



Flexible: independent of opening times and days of
the week



Convenient: simply from home or when away



Time-saving: no driving times



Identification via the NFC function of the smartphone
without changing media



Transfer of relevant data from the security card



Fast electronic provision of the identification data in
our MKS ordering software for direct ordering via the
specialist dealer



Hygienically safe



High security through continuous compliance with
data protection guidelines



Fast procedure
(identity proven within only 2 minutes)

Security card – new technology, new design
The new hybrid security card caters for the cutting edge
technological requirements for successful and straightforward
authentication. The card has an integrated encryption
function which means it is forgery-proof and cannot be
copied. It also contains a RFID chip module and can therefore
communicate with your NFC-compatible smartphone.

Card number
Master key system/
key bitting number
BKS cylinder system
Master key system type
Creation date
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